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IACLE member launches blog sharing his educational experience  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Dr Ernesto Ortega, an IACLE member from Colombia, has shared his blog where he describes his 
long experience in education. Dr Ortega discusses a wide range of specialty contact lens topics, 
also covered in his publications.  
 
Follow the link here to read Dr Ortega’s blog   
 
 

IACLE members in Guatemala deliver sponsored contact lens workshop  
 

IACLE members from Universidad 
Galileo – Guatemala, Josué 
Molina and Aldo Ortiz, and 
Henry Martinez from Johnson & 
Johnson’s The Vision Care 
Institute, Colombia, organized a 
workshop on ‘Fitting soft contact 
lenses for 10 final-year students 
(23 June).  Dr Martinez (an IACLE 
member from Colombia) was in 
charge of workshop 
development, demonstrating a 

good synergy between academia and the contact lens industry.  IACLE Americas invites 
members to adopt this kind of initiative.  J&J, through its distributor PROAMSA, provided 
contact lens samples for students to practise.   
 
 
 

http://queratoconoypostquirurgicos.blogspot.pe/?spref=fb
http://www.galileo.edu/
http://www.galileo.edu/
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IACLE members in Perú take part in ISTEM San Fernando Optometry Seminar  
 

IACLE members from Perú, Johnny Huayhua, Javier Villanueva, Renzo Serrano and IACLE’s 
Regional Coordinator Guillermo Carrillo, participated in a recent seminar at the Instituto 
Superior Tecnológico de Educación Médica (ISTEM) San Fernando, Lima (15 June). IACLE 
members offered a variety of topics from corneal surface measurement to myopia control and 
new trends in contact lens practice.  The event had more than 200 attendees. IACLE members 
offered 50% of the scheduled program and had very positive comments from students on social 
networks.  
 

 

IACLE in Colombia actively collaborates with FEDOPTO  
 
IACLE members Martha Marquéz and Martín Giraldo delivered lectures 
at FEDOPTO’s Continuing Education Program (PEC) on the anterior 
segment (30 June). This year IACLE members in Colombia have been 
very active in collaborating on contact lens education through the 
initiative of FEDOPTO. FEDOPTO is the optometric professional 
association in Colombia. In August, IACLE will play a prominent part in 
the FEDOPTO Congress in Quindio through a full day session on contact 
lens topics.   

 
 

…and finally, IACLE members participate in Contact Lens Week in Argentina  
 
IACLE members Sabrina Lara (Argentina), 
Augusto Rosse (Chile) and Rolando Rojas 
(Perú) took part in a Contact Lens Week 
organized by IPEC Community College in 
Buenos Aires, Argentina from 9-15 June.  
Pictured (right) is Sabrina delivering a 
workshop on ‘Specialty contact lens fitting’.  

http://www.fedopto.org/
http://www.fedopto.org/Congreso-Nacional-Optometria.html

